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Abstract: Speech of human beings is the reflection of the state of mind. Proper evaluation of these speech
signals into stress types is necessary in order to ensure that the person is in a healthy state of mind. In this work
we propose a SVM classifier for speech stress classification algorithm, with sophisticated feature extraction
techniques as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). The SVM algorithm assists the system to learn the
speech patterns in real time and self-train itself in order to improve the classification accuracy of the overall
system. The proposed system is suitable for real time speech and is language and word independent.
Index Terms: Support Vector Machines, MFCC, Stress Classification, Feature Selection.
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I. Introduction
Stress Identification is remarkably gained high attention in various fields from two decades. The fields
are Medical, Forensics, Smart Environments, Teaching Learning Education, Human computer interactions,
Emergency services and of course Real Time situations which is utmost crucial. From many years different
speech recognition software‟s [1] has been developed to speed up the accuracy using various classifiers on
several databases [2]. We have also revised the literature review of numerous researchers for the same work
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. We have used for this work the Berlin database [8,9] and Humane database [10,11,12,13] as
Benchmark Datasets. Again we have recorded our speech samples using Audacity software with different
frequencies. Speech signal recorded was of people having male, female voices including children above eight
years and elder‟s up to age of 58.
This paper proposes SVM algorithm to detect and classify the human speech into different stress
classes, and thereby provide a preliminary analysis of the type of stress which the person might be undergoing.
Doing this can help the person to analyze the stress and obtain remedies for the same. The whole Algorithm is
developed in MATLAB Software.

II. Berlin Database
The article describes a database of emotional speech. Ten actors (5 Female and 5 Male) simulated the
emotions, producing 10 German utterances (5 short and 5 longer sentences) which could be used in everyday
communication and are interpretable in all applied emotions [8]. The recordings were taken in an anechoic
chamber with high-quality recording equipment. In addition to the sound electro-glottograms were recorded.
The speech material comprises about 800 sentences (seven emotions * ten actors * ten sentences + some second
versions). The complete database was evaluated in a perception test regarding the recognisability of emotions
and their naturalness [9]. Utterances recognised better than 80% and judged as natural by more than 60% of the
listeners were phonetically labelled in a narrow transcription with special markers for voice-quality, phonatory
and articulatory settings and articulatory features.
III. Humaine Database
The database proper is a selected subset of the data with systematic labelling, mounted on the ANVIL
platform [10,11,12,13,14]. It is designed to provide a concrete illustration of key principles rather than to be
used as it stands in machine learning. Stage 1 (available via the HUMAINE portal at www.emotionresearch.net) contains 50 „clips‟ from naturalistic and induced data, showing a range of modalities and emotions,
and covering a balanced sample of emotional behaviour in a range of contexts. Emotional content is described
by a structured set of labels attached to the clips both at a global level, and frame-by-frame, showing change
over time. Labels for a range of signs of emotion have also been developed and applied to a subset of the clips:
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these include core signs in speech and language, and descriptors for gestures and facial features that draw on
standard descriptive schemes.

IV. Audacity Software
Audacity is a free and Open Source Software, it‟s an easy-to-use audio editor and recorder for
Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux, and other operating systems. Audacity is free software, developed by a
group of volunteers and distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) [15]. We can use Audacity to
Record live audio, Convert tapes and records into digital recordings or CDs Edit Ogg Vorbis, MP3, and WAV
sound files to Cut, copy, splice, and mix sounds together to Change the speed or pitch of a recording. Audacity
can record live audio through a microphone or mixer, or digitize recordings from cassette tapes, vinyl records,
or minidiscs. In this research work we have recorded the speech using audacity with different frequencies 8 kHz,
16 kHz and 44.1 kHz.
Table no.1: Elements of Database
Databases
Features
Classifier
Output
Results

Marathi, Hindi, Berlin, Humaine
MFCC
Support Vector Machine
.mat files
Images of MATLAB Software

Table no. 1 shows the elements of databases.Output of SVM Algorithm are saved in .mat files so that
we can separately process various processes easily. Results of these are taken when we run the codes and get the
images in MATLAB windows.
V. Flowchart of SVM Algorithm

Figure no. 1: Flowchart of SVM Algorithm
SVM: SVM is a machine learning technique in pattern recognition specially speech identification. SVM is
Kernel based margin maximization [16]. The Maximal-Margin Classifier is a hypothetical classifier that best
explains how SVM works in practice. The numeric input variables (x) in your data (the columns) form an ndimensional space. For example, if you had two input variables, this would form a two-dimensional space. A
hyper plane is a line that splits the input variable space [16, 17]. In SVM, a hyper plane is selected to best
separate the points in the input variable space by their class, either class 0 or class
Features (MFCC): Mel frequency cepstral co-efficients are mostly used features for any speech recognition
system. We are using MFCC for stress speech feature extraction. [17] Feature extraction undergoes raw speech
transformation into useful parameters without changing speech information. It consists of Pre-emphasis,
Framing, windowing, spectral estimation, Mel Filtering DCT etc. as procedures for this features extraction. In
stress speech extraction we convert into useful data to classify and train the neural network.
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Classifier training and testing: SVM classifier is trained using neural network for stress speech identification
using MFCC. These feature vectors are provided to test the stress types and classify using delay needed.

VI. Results
We tested our stress detection systems under 5 different categories, namely,
 Stress Type 1
 Stress Type 2
 Stress Type 3
 Stress Type 4
 No Stress
Stress type 1 arises from problems like workload and anxiety. Stress Type 2 induces from noise and
speech quality. Stress type 3 corresponds to effects causing due to medicines, illness and narcotics. Stress Type
4 refers to problem arises from vibration and acceleration. Finally No stress means persons is in normal
condition.
Figure 2 is a Matlab screenshot for the code of SVM. SVM suggests that it has classified a speech
wavefile as in the Class 2 and Class 4 with number 4 counts in Class 1 and Class 2 as number of Counts 2 which
means that Class 1 is Stress Type 1 with recognition with 4 counts. The same Procedure is repeated with Berlin
Database and Humaine Database. The Speech file extension is .wav. The Speech undertaken is from Real
Datasets which we have created.

Figure no. 2 MATLAB Code Screenshot for SVM classifier

Figure no. 3 The Original Speech with its MFCC Features.
Above figure notifies the Matlab window original speech and its MFCC feature where on x-axis is
Frequency and Y-axis is its Amplitude.
Figure no. 4 describes the Delay needed for SVM classifier for a particular Wave file and classified as
Stresss Type 1. Delay arises due to echo and reverberations in speech.
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Figure no. 4. Delay and Classifier screenshot in MATLAB

VII. Conclusion
From the above results we are having the screenshots for Realtime Database for this research work.
The similar procedures are operated onto the two standard databases which are BERLIN and HUMAINE
Datasets. SVM is chosen to recognize the speech into stress types. SVM is approach based on Neural Network
using MFCC.

Future Scope
In the future we afe going to find the percentage of efficiency and compare it again different neural
networks to get best classifier used for Stress Speech Identification.
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